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About This Game

A short game about flying around without bumping into things.

You control a bird and must navigate around various obstacles.

Key Features

Explore 3 well thought-out levels, each with a unique boss fight

Black-and-white ink-drawing visual style

Replay the game in hard mode after your first completion for a true challenge
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Honestly one of the best games ive ever played. imean it takes in to account all fo the things that make a grate game. My sister
knows the developer personally and he hase put tons of time into this game. I hope you injoy the game like i will.

P.S. : amasing controler sapport and graphics.. Amazing game with outstanding minimilistic style. 10\/10 would remend. God
never had I want to shove a wii remote up my butt but also it's so much fun and fufilling when you win. Absolutely beautiful
game. Runs without a hitch. Loads of fun with a good level of difficulty. 10\/10. Unreal Game! The art, the music, its so
smooth! and fresh! Thankyou!. After finishing Dark Souls 4 (not out yet, special beta tester key), I have really struggled to find
a game which properly stimulates my love for atmosphere, deep lore, and real, man's-man challenge. Once I found this game,
that struggle was over. This has it all: memorable npcs, deep tactical gameplay, a killer soundtrack, gorgeous, stylized
atmosphere, and of course, a difficultly level worthy of a veteran of gaming's toughest series.
The one thing I'll say that it lacks? Waifus.
I feel like the dev has great ideas, and hope that he will reach out to me to develop the next game in what could be a house-name
franchise: Waifu Bird Simulator.

Edit: 11\/10 would bird again.

Edit Edit: As a lot of the people here in the reviews seem to agree, this is definitely a "Bird" version of Dark Souls, a sort of
"Bird Souls.". Bird Game has a beautiful art style and music that makes it truly a work of art. With that said, I was disappointed
with the gameplay as I found the visual depth issue to be too jarring which in turn made everything harder than it needed to be.
You can read my full thoughts here: https:\/\/whatevo.com\/post\/237\/steam-summer-sale-retrospective
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The game is chill, and the art is splendid. Even though it's relaxing, that frog will have no mercy ... neither will the ladybugs.
Bosses are challenging. My poor bird has died so many times. I love this game, and I've really enjoyed it.. Bird game best game
IGN:10\/10 BASICALLY the dark souls of video games.. Beautiful artistic vision with challenging gameplay, a beautiful
soundtrack, and unique artwork. Clearly a work of someone who cares about what they are producing, and the result has been an
overwhelming success.. Really challenging and fun, definitely worth the $3.. THIS GAME \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN
META I LUV IT KAPA PRIDE. Good value, cute, chill and deceptively challenging. Main concern is the difficulty might be
too high for the average gamer. 100% worth the price. The difficulty scales a bit strangely, but overall it's a fantastic game and
worth the buy if you are here contemplating it.
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